
                                                                           
 

Proudly made in Quebec / Canada 
 

PRODUCT SHEET : DAKOTA 
 
 
COMFORT ZONE 
Use for indoor or outdoor (use down to -5 °C). 
 
 
DESCRIPTION 
Warm and lightweight booties for indoors and for the cooler days of spring, fall and even winter. Perfect for small 
chilly feet! The fleece lining makes the DAKOTA warm and cozy. A thin layer of insulation PowderfillTM traps in the 
heat and promotes a healthy evacuation of moisture. The outside of the DAKOTA bootie is made of printed cotton 
for a perfect urban look. The non-slip sole is flexible and durable. The suede reinforcement will provide more 
durability for those crawling feet. Holds well in baby’s foot with the elastic ankle band and easy to put on thanks 
to the wide opening which closes with a velcro strap. Confortable for temperature going down to -5 °C. Parents, 
be vigilant, your child may have a greater sensitivity to cold. 
 
 
USE 
The DAKOTA bootie can be used indoors as a warm slipper. It can also be used in the baby carrier, in the stroller or 
in the car seat for the cooler days of fall and spring. Combined with the use of a Sherpa envelope for the stroller, 
baby carrier or car seat, this bootie can also be used in winter. Dress your child appropriately according to the 
weather. 
To avoid premature wear and tear, we suggest that you limit its use on abrasive surfaces such as concrete or 
asphalt. 
 
 
TIPS 
The DAKOTA bootie is designed to go outside on cooler days of spring or fall. The suggested temperature for our 
products is indicative. Different criteria vary the comfort zone: physical condition, humidity, food, fatigue, shelter, 
altitude, etc. Customize your Sherpa product according to the activity you plan to do. 
 
 
SIZE 
What size to choose? 

 
 
 
MATERIALS 
Exterior - 100 % cotton 
Insulation - 100 % polyester PowderfillTM 
Lining - 100 % polyester polar fleece 
 
WARRANTY 
Sherpa offers a limited lifetime warranty on its products. This warranty covers only manufacturing defects. The 
manufacturer is the one to decide whether the damage is a manufacturing defect or wear and tear. 
 
MAINTENANCE 
DAKOTA booties are hand washable in cold water. It is best to dry in the open air. Do not dry clean. 


